
DSAR Response 
Services
Leverage ProSearch analytics for rapid, compliant 
DSAR response
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Innovative Tools and 
Workflow:

ProSearch has developed custom 
production tools and processes 
to ensure data subjects only 
receive the personal information 
they are entitled to:

• DSAR templates, layouts and 
fields optimize the workflow 
and assessment process in 
Relativity, saving time and 
reducing costs. 

• The ProSearch Privacy Suite 
uses deep learning models 
to specifically pinpoint PII or 
personal information across a 
data set. 

• Targeted redaction workflows 
are conducted using Blackout 
in Relativity.

If your organization is subject to the GDPR, CCPA/CPRA, or other state 
privacy laws, it must be ready to promptly respond to requests from 
data subjects for details about the information it collects, stores, and 
uses. Relying on manual processes to find and protect PII is not a 
practical approach.

ProSearch helps organizations comply with DSAR requests under the 
GDPR, CCPA/CPRA, and other privacy regulations. Whether you are 
facing your first DSAR request or want to improve your organization’s 
ability to identify, collect, and process information to better react to 
DSAR requests, ProSearch can help.

The ProSearch approach to DSAR response is flexible enough to 
accommodate any request.

ProSearch DSAR Response Services
ProSearch has a custom workflow utilized specifically for DSAR 
responses. The ProSearch DSAR services team includes analysts, data 
scientists, project managers and attorneys, all with extensive data 
privacy and DSAR experience.

Find and Process Likely Relevant Data
• Identify likely relevant data across enterprise data sources, email, 

shared files and collaborative applications. 
• Taking a targeted approach, narrow the dataset to only those 

documents and communications that are likely responsive to the 
DSAR request.

Privacy compliance is about more than avoiding penalties. A proactive 
approach to protecting personally identifiable information (PII) and 

managing DSAR requests from customers and employees demonstrates 
that your organization has made a commitment to data privacy.
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Identify PII and Sensitive Business Data
• Identify PII, protected health information or PHI, and information 

subject to the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI-
DSS) as well as other private, sensitive, or personal information that is 
covered by privacy regulations.

Assess the Document Set, Apply Redactions
• The ProSearch team conducts a document assessment to confirm 

relevance and redact PII within the scope of the request. In addition 
to personal data identifiers, other redactions might include data 
confidential to the organization that does not relate to the data 
requester, such as trade secrets, personal information about other 
people, and security information.

Deliver a Tailored Document Production
• In compliance with the applicable privacy regulation, ProSearch 

provides a final set of documents, ready to deliver to the requestor. 
Documents are typically produced in PDF format. Fully redacted 
pages can be removed from individual documents, and line-by-line 
extractions of Excel files can be disclosed to the data subject.

CCPA/CPRA

The California Consumer Privacy 
Act (CPPA) and subsequent 
California Privacy Rights Act 
(CPRA) require that businesses 
operating in California or 
providing services to California 
residents must honor requests 
from consumers, employees and 
ex-employees to access and 
delete their collected personal 
data and opt-out of third-party 
vendor access. Under CCPA/
CPRA, organizations are required 
to verify the user's identity and 
complete the request within 45 
days.

GDPR

The General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) was 
established in 2018. GDPR 
compliance stipulates legal 
obligations for both EU-based 
companies and businesses 
collecting information from EU 
residents. The GDPR requires 
organizations to provide the 
requested information within 
one month from receipt of the 
request.


